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Reforms in the field of depressed class sections are very uncommon and 
unexpected one even before the time of Gandhi and Ambedkar.                                 As 
contemporary of Jyotibha Phule, Rangarao Kudmal made an optimum effort to uplift the 
downtrodden classes in the Konkana coast of Karnataka. As early as in 1920s, that’s the 
time of non-cooperation movement of Gandhi, Kudmal Rangarao started the Depressed 
Class Mission (DCM) in Mangalore. He flown the reforms like a river. He started many 
panchama schools, industrial training institutes, hostels for boys and girls, land for 
landless, home for homeless and finally even cottage and handicrafts and industries for 
the all round development of suppressed and dalit communities.  
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INTRODUCTION:  

Indian caste system is very unscientific and inhuman institution in the society. In 
pre and post independent decades Dr. B. R. Ambedkar laboured hard to threw out the 
roots of the caste system. Gandhi was also tried to uplift the untouchables and brought 
many reforms as possible to eradicate the evil thing of untouchability.  But such the 
reforms regarding untouchables and dalits were be done prior to Gandhi and Ambedkar 
in Karnataka. That credit goes to Kudmal Rangarao, the only hopeful ray towards the 
suppressed communities.  
Early Life:  

Rangarao was born on 29.06.1859, in the village namely Kudal near Kasaragodu 
in Kerala, but the then it was in south canara district of Karnataka in the clan of a 
Saraswat Brahmin.  

Devappayya and Gouri were his parent.  Devappayya was working as a clerk in 
the trading company of a Muslim. Rangarao was elder one in his seven siblings. He got 
his primary education in Kudmal and high school in Kasaragodu. Konkani is the mother 
tongue and Tulu is the language of land and environment. When Rangarao was at sixteen, 
he lost his father. He had to face the economic defall of the family. He was moved to 
Mangalore for in search of a employment. Finally, he had got a teacher job as an 
emolument of eight rupees per month. Rangarao gradually became the beloved teacher to 
his poor students. He was teaching with an inner urge and love towards the students. 
Requested the parents didn’t give up their children to school at any bitter condition. He 
was not only taught to his students, but to his neighbouring families about spending of 
fair and beautiful life.  
Beginning of Career:  

Rangarao while serving as teacher, mould his career as profound reader.  He 
prepared and passed matriculation as private candidate and completed the pleadership 
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course with hard work. Now Rangarao gave up his teacher profession and started 
pleadership in the magistrate court of Mangalore. He deeply suffered from the class and 
colour distinctions and practice of untouchability. He followed and respects the royal 
ideals of Buddha and Basava. However, he didn’t see the personalities of Gandhi and 
Ambedkar, spent his most of the time for the reform and upliftment of the dalits and 
depressed communities. He was popular for his policy of truth and justice and the lawyer 
of poorer sections. Kudmal married with Rukmini Amma. They had three sons and three 
daughters. Devrao and Amritrao, the elder two sons of Rangarao died in the early age at 
primary school level.  

Lalitabai was elder daughter of Rangarao and got married with the senior freedom 
fighter Diwan Bahadhur Nayampalli Subbarao. Radhabai was second daughter and wife 
of the then Minister of Madras Presidency               Dr. Subrayan. General 
Kumaramangalam was the son of this couple and grandson of Rangarao, was 
Telecommunication Minister in the Nehru Cabinet. Shantarao was the last daughter of 
Rangarao, retired as lecturer in the Social Education College in Libya. The couple of 
Rangarao felt that the development of untouchable children shall have the development 
of all the children community in the society. So, they schooling their all children in the 
government public schools.  Later Rangarao shifted their children to Madras for their 
higher education due to continuous harassment by the upper class arrogants.  
Rangarao as a Lawyer:  

Once a high class young boy was raped a dalit girl and caused to pregnant. This 
news was knocked the ears of Rangarao, and immediately he called that dalit girl and 
collected all the information and lodge a complaint against that young boy of higher 
caste. Finally Rangarao succeeded to get life compensation to dalit girl and made 
imprisonment to that arrogant boy. This incident made insult and life threaten to 
Rangarao by the upper classes. In this bitter situation Rangarao didn’t deface towards 
social justice, selfless service and love towards human being. Such the manly attitude of 
Rangarao, immensely attracted and respected by the then English judge.  

Another incident had impact and influenced a lot on the personality of Rangarao, 
to work hard for the progress and upliftment of dalits about in 1887 and 1888. That was 
an incident in the district court of Mangalore.  Then British governments run the welfare 
school at Wallensiya in Mangalore district for the purpose to caste education to the 
schedule caste students. In that school even lunch had been given to the students. But 
nobody can come forward to teach as teacher to the students in this schedule class 
schools. Finally government appointed a Christian teacher namely Rebellow. He was 
ready to teach the schedule class students as per government order, but he had to face the 
intricacies of upper class and they also pressurized the schedule class parents to cut down 
the process of schooling their children. While in this antagonistic trend of the upper class, 
the child namely Bendur Babu was completed fourth standard at the first time in the 
government schedule class school. Bendur babu put an application to the post of peon, 
against the wanted notice of district court. Finally the British judge selected him and sent 
a joining report to Babu. But the news of appointment of scheduled class peon in the 
court, enraged the minds of the the upper class lawyers to protest unitedly against the 
appointment of Babu and they also made a conspiracy against the British judge. Finally 
lawyers succeeded by transferring the judge to other court. But before learning the court 
the judge summoned Rangarao and Bendur Babu and says “Look Mr. Rangarao, as 
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Bendur Babu become a peon in this court nobody of his community get progress and 
Babu would not be leaved happy, instead you can suggest Babu to caste education to their 
community and caste children”.             Rangarao accept the opinion of judge and made 
Babu as teacher in the Wellensiya school, which was meant for schedules classes. This 
incident got a deep impact by inner sight of Rangarao and made him to work hard and 
dedicated himself to the welfare of the schedule classes, for this noble cause he gave up 
his practice of pleadership.  
Opening of Panchama Schools:  

After gave up the pleadership, Rangarao actively indulged in the service of dalit 
children. In 1892 he was started a school in Urvachilimbi in the Mangalore at a rented 
hut. But very lesser dalit children come to the school, due to threatening by the touchable. 
These incidents made Rangarao become stronger and stronger. In 1897 he started the 
Depressed Classes Mission (DCM) at Kodialbail in Mangalore. Mr. Raghunathaiah 
become first chairman of the mission. Rangaro worked as founder secretary. Mission was 
opened more and more schools at Daddalkadu, Shedigudda, Attavara, Nejaru, 
Babugudda, Konkanadi, Mulki, Ullala, Bannanje, Udupi, Bolur and other places 
surrounding Mangalore. These schools were called ‘Panchama schools’ by Rangarao. He 
was given two to six paisa to every children who come to the panchama schools as 
incentive to encourage the dalit students to the schools.  

Further, he made an arrangement of lunch to the students. Instead, no one Hindu 
teacher could come to these schools to teach the dalit students as afraid to the continuous 
intentional torture by the upper class youths.                 Finally, Rangarao appointed 
Christian teachers to this school.  

Rangarao opened the Residential schools to the dalit students with a view to 
strengthen the attendance and it was really helpful to the depressed class students. In 
1899, Rangarao was built a hostel at Shedigudda for dalit girls. It was initiated and 
inspired dalit girls to get education.  Rangarao given opportunity to the students who 
learned in the panchama schools as teachers.  A big band of teacher community was 
produced by Rangarao. In 1922, Rangarao himself admitted Chandrashekhar, 
Ramakrishna and Ramachandra, an eight passed students in the panchama schools to 
study intermediate in Government College at Mangalore.  
Land for the Landless Dalits:  

Kudmal Rangarao was famous for welfare works of dalits across the coastal 
Karnataka. Although many touchables given him the torture and harassment instead, 
more and more rich zamindars gave their lands to Rangarao to distribute it among 
landless dalits. Even Rangarao gave up his pleadership, but, he wore the black coat when 
a dalit client was victimized against injustice. In such cases clients by heartedly given 
some amount as fee as mixed up of the Rangarao’s character as a pleader and messiah of 
dalits.              With the help of the contributions made by the public, Rangarao purchased 
thousands of sites and residential quarters at Suterpet, Daddalkadu, Bijay Kafikadu, Urva 
Chilirabi, Udupi, Manipal and disbursed them among the homeless and landless dalits. 
Rangarao built a special colony for Koraga tribes.  Then Rangarao’s plats given to dalits 
in Manipal, Udupi, Mangalore and other cities, today they have in the heart of cities and 
worth of crores by a way these sites are encroached by others. Rangarao tried to search 
the unutilized and grasslands in the Konkan coast, made them sanction to landless dalits 
by the government. These for developmental works of dalits got an higher appreciation 
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by the British officials. Today a dalit living in the desirable economic condition that’s the 
absolute contribution of Rangarao in the coastal Konkan. He was pursued the above 
activities as a movement.  

Rangarao spent many days and nights in the colonies of dalits, to prepare them, 
how they cultivate their newly earned lands. By the by Rangarao traced many tribals like 
Megera, Koraga, Muchda and others and encouraged their cottage and handicrafts. 
Rangarao given small scale industrial training to the dalit women by the experts. Also 
taught them about manufacture and a good market for their newly made goods. 
Carpentry, sericulture, weaving and horticulture made easy to capable for the dalit 
women. It is an important thing to create self awareness among the dalit women.  
New Schemes for Dalits:  

Rangarao created many economic reforms for the upliftment of dalits.            It 
indicates the kind consule and for sight of Rangarao towards dalits. He was established 
Aadi- Dravida cooperative society at court hill, to develop and consolidate the economic 
condition of dalits. Rangarao opened many industrial training institutes for the youths of 
depressed. The younger generation learnt many job oriented courses here were settled 
their independent life across the state.  

Rangarao urged political reservation to dalits, even before                             Dr. B. 
R. Ambedkar.  He pressurized the government to give an opportunities to the dalit class 
to represent in the district board and purasabha of Mangalore.  Then Sri. Angar master 
become a member of Jilla Board, who was a teacher in the Rangarao’s panchama schools. 
Sri. Govind Master made schedule class representative to the prestigious municipal 
member of Mangalore from the Udupi and Puttur colonies.  
Donations to the Mission:  

Rangarao’s “Depressed Class Mission” (DCM) slowly and gradually got the 
importance and popularity in the minds of progressive leaders.                         Many 
organisations and associations made their contributions to the ‘mission’. Bengal Ramarao 
given eight acres of land to the mission in Udupi.                   Karnad Sadashivarao, a well 
known Gandhian in Mangalore, who made donation as his some part of property to the 
mission. Many foreigners contributed in the form of money, matter and books to the 
mission.                Americas’ rich man, entrepreneur, socialite, Henry Ford every month 
sent some amount to the DCM and regularly corresponded with Rangarao. With this help, 
Rangarao opened the new libraries enabled the magnum opus works of various 
languages, to extend the new vistas of knowledge among student community.  

Eradication of untouchablity by Rangarao had got as an issue of international 
importance and many foreigners visited the DCM in Mangalore. The big band of Indian 
leaders appreciated the noble task of Rangarao.               They were universal poet 
Ravindranath Tagaore, Dr. Annie Besant, Mahatma Gandhi, C. F. Andrews and others. 
The social reformers like Gopala Krishna Gokhale, Thakkar Bapu, and G. K. Dhar 
become pans, friends and patrons of DCM. Justin Milton donated Rupees One Thousand 
dollars to DCM even after the death of Rangarao.  It exhibits the impact of selfless and 
honest works of Rangarao through DCM. The principle “Deenoddaranum 
Deshoddaranum”, was followed by Rangarao until his end as like a penance. He was a 
theist, worshipper of Brahma Samaj. He criticized the meaningless traditions, rites and 
rituals. Hence, married his three daughters in simple and even inter caste marriages.  
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Estimate:  
Well known in Kannada, English, Tulu and Konkani, Rangarao was a great lover 

of books. He deeply studied the world wide books about humanity.  He questioned, why 
we did sink in the passion of foreign languages?                 Eventhough foreigners used 
our languages for learning and talking!              Rangarao made panchama schools not 
only centers of learning, but they were the centres of discipline, yoga and meditation. 
Rangarao designed the emblem of DCM as the symbol of all religions. He frequently 
lettered to the all donors to donate timely to run the hostels of panchama schools. 
However, a deep paucity of donors in 1922, made Rangarao handed over the DCM to 
“servants of India society”. In finally, in 1953 all the institutions organised by Rangarao 
were taken a custody to the then Madras government.  

Rangarao was honoured by giving the title of “Rao Saheb”, by the government 
with shield and certificate. But shields, certificates and medals made a man as mad and 
an egoist. So Rangarao threw these honours into flying ash pot.  In 1927 Rangarao 
received the ‘Sanyas Deeksha’ and changed his name as ‘Eshwaranand monk’ and just 
before he died in January 20, 1928, he wrote a death note was that “his funeral ceremony 
must be followed by the persons belonging to Toti tribe”. It was very backward tribe in 
the schedule class of Mangalore. It was clearly indicated his true love towards uplifitment 
of depressed dalits in the society.  
Suggestion:  

Rangarao spent his life for the upliftment of downtrodden castes and tribes in 
Mangalore districts. Less or more he was contemporary of Jyotibha Phule in Satara of 
Maharashtra, but Kudmal Rangarao’s works even today not much traced by the scholars. 
The government of Karnataka shall introduce few of the schemes meant for the dalits in 
the name of Kudmal Rangarao, and try to publish his commemoration supplement for the 
publish his reforms towards dalits.  
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